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the companys press release (see below) suggests that it feels the elicenser system is an impediment to users and implies that it has received
much negative feedback about the system over the years. they dont elaborate, but theres one glaring problem for hardware copy protection in
the modern world of instant everything. you cant just pop online, buy cubase (or nuendo, or wavelab, etc.), download it and start recording. you
must also order an elicenser and wait for it to arrive in the post. if cubase sx3 can benefit users in this way, then its great news, and i am sure
that it will give them a real leg up on piracy. but, for the artists that create first-party work, this system is less than ideal. i mean, it doesnt
matter how much you spend on your recording equipment; if your music is only going to be used for play in your own studio, then the fact that it
can be shared by anybody else is a problem. if cubase sx3 can benefit users in this way, then its great news, and i am sure that it will give them
a real leg up on piracy. but, for the artists that create first-party work, this system is less than ideal. the software will protect cubase sx3 from
unauthorized use, but there is no guarantee that it will be 100% effective, because, like all protection schemes, it is not based on a hardware
key. this means that a pirated copy can be used without any issue if the user has a valid license key. some protection schemes offer hardware
keys to protect against piracy, but only if the software company can access the personal data on the key and can verify the validity of the key.
cubase sx3 protection device will not contain any private data, including license keys, so it is not possible for the company to verify the validity
of the license key.
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there are so many reasons why a copy protection device and all other copy protection methods are just not worth it! in the world of copy
protection its very hard and very expensive. so why spend all the time, effort and money to do it. steinberg and the likes of a company like that
make a product because the money that they earn they reinvest into bringing new products. if the end users or the authors of the software dont

buy the licenses, they wont make money and wont buy the new software. so its a win win all round. anyway, thats my 2 cents. take what you
like and leave what you dont. its also worth noting that the code in the elicenser is exactly the same code as the version in the elicenser that is
sold! the elicenser has an easy way to bypass all hardware based copy protection devices. but still, i am hopeful that someone will find a way to
fool it. that said, hardware protections can work well. an example way it can work well is this: find a (fairly) simple but necessary component of

your software and implement it in verilog/vhdl. generate a public-private keypair and make a webservice that takes a challenge string and
encrypts it with the private key. then make a usb dongle that contains your public key and generates random challenge strings. your software

should ask the usb dongle for a challenge string and send it up to the server for encryption. the software then sends it to the dongle. the dongle
validates the encrypted challenge string with the public key and goes into an 'enabled' mode. your software then calls into the dongle any time

it needs to do the operation you wrote in hdl. this way anyone wanting to pirate your software has to figure out what the operation is and
reimplement it -- much harder than just defeating a pure software protection. 5ec8ef588b
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